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Abstract
We work on the creation of a corpus, crawled from the internet, on the Berlin district of Moabit,
primarily meant for training NER systems in German and English. Typical NER corpora and
corresponding systems distinguish persons, organisations and locations, but do not distinguish
different types of location entities. For our tourism-inspired use case, we need fine-grained annotations
for toponyms. In this paper, we outline the fine-grained classification of geographical entities, the
resulting annotations and we present preliminary results on automatically tagging toponyms in a
small, bootstrapped gold corpus.
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1 Introduction
The amount of information available in digital form is continuously growing, and a significant
portion of it is accessed through mobile devices [2]. The fact that such devices are mobile in
the first place, and usually also equipped with geolocation functionality, enables providing
localised information to their users. A use case that can benefit from customised information,
i. e., content tuned to the particular location, is tourism, e. g., an interactive travel guide,
bringing points of interest in the vicinity to the user’s attention [14, 15].
While exploiting a user’s geographical location is relatively straightforward (privacy
issues aside), combining this with information in textual form is less trivial. Typical corpora
annotated for named entities, of which location is usually one of a small number of classes,
do not distinguish between more detailed location-type entities, and, consequently, NER
taggers do not make this distinction. We argue that for our use case of a travel guide, a more
detailed distinction for toponyms, differentiating between, for example, (train/bus) stations,
parks, streets and squares, is needed, allowing for more relevant, tailored recommendations.
We explore this by defining a semantic classification of fine-grained geographical entities
and by annotating a collection of documents accordingly. Our envisioned use case is to
semi-automatically create a route or a guided tour, along which the user can explore the
Berlin district of Moabit. This use case is to be understood in the context of the project
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QURATOR1, dealing with digital curation technologies [13]; promising results for a similar
approach, but for a different domain, have been reported in [8, 9]. In QURATOR, we process
large and multi-media document collections and analyse, re-arrange, summarise and visualise
information contained in the collections, to generate stories – including the guided tours in
our tourism use case – through semantic storytelling.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes related work focusing
on the identification of geographical entities. Section 3 further motivates our work and
explains the annotation guidelines. Section 4 describes the data we work with and provides
results from first annotation efforts. Section 5 sketches a usage scenario for the annotated
collection and reports on preliminary classification results. Finally, Section 6 sums up the
main findings and provides pointers to future work.
2 Related Work
Specifically focusing on historical corpora, Won et al. [19] investigate the performance of
five different NER systems for toponyms and spatial information. They find that using an
ensemble method based on voting performs best. Similar to our envisioned approach, they
experiment with combining NER modules with gazetteers. The use case of Alex et al. [1]
is similar to ours. They use the Edinburgh Geoparser to tag and resolve fine-grained
geographical locations in and around Edinburgh (both historical and contemporary). Also
using the Edinburgh Geoparser, Gritta et al. [5] use two corpora (WikToR and LGL [4])
to evaluate five geo-parsers: CLAVIN2, Yahoo!PlaceSpotter3, The Edinburgh Parser [6],
Topocluster [3] and GeoTxt [7] and conclude that the Edinburgh parser works best for them.
We adopt the idea of combining gazetteers (and also simple pattern-matching based
components) with NER modules from earlier approaches, but the key feature that sets our
use case apart from the ones mentioned above, is the fact that we include German as a
language to detect more fine-grained geographical entities.
With regard to NER in general, we use and evaluate SpaCy4, Stanford CRF NER5 and an
approach based on BERT6, to recognise location-type entities. Out of the box and without
specific re-training on a corpus annotated for more fine-grained types, they only output
(among other types) locations, without any sub-classes.
3 Annotation of Fine-grained Geographical Entities
Many datasets for NER distinguish between persons, organisations and locations, and reserve
a miscellaneous/other category for the remaining entities not captured by the former three
categories [17, 18, 11]. In order to identify more specific (fine-grained) geographic entities,
we need, first, a classification of the types of entities that we want to recognize, and, second,
a collection of documents in which the entities are annotated based on that classification,
that can be used as training data for new NLP models.
1 https://qurator.ai
2 https://clavin.bericotechnologies.com
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3.1 Semantic Classification
To annotate a corpus that further sub-classifies locations, we follow the NoSta-D guidelines [16].
We keep the four main categories of the NoSta-D-TagSet (PER, LOC, ORG, OTH; for persons,
organisations, locations and other entities, respectively) and use the subcategories of the LOC
category listed in the NoSta-D-TagSet as the foundation of our own fine-grained classification.
As a result, a total of 14 fine-grained classes were developed for the LOC class (see Table 1).
The other core NEs are kept (PER, ORG, OTH).
Furthermore, we follow the NoSta-D guidelines in that we do not annotate dates, religions,
names of animals, dynasties, cardinal directions, technical terms, salutations or political
tendencies. Additionally, as defined in the NoSta-D guidelines, we annotate categories such
as languages, websites, book/movie titles, wars or currencies as belonging to the class OTH.
Table 1 Classification of subcategories for named entities, specifically for LOCATION entities.
Category Label Description Examples
City CTY Capital cities, major and minor cities and
smaller towns.
Berlin, Leipzig
Country CNY Based on the United Nations Member
States 7.
Deutschland
State STA The 16 states (Bundesländer) of Germany. Bayern, Brandenburg
Address ADD Toponym consisting of at least a street
name and a number.
Unter den Linden 6, 10117
Berlin
Continent CON The seven continents. Afrika, Australien



















District DST Administratively recognised district or area
of a city.
Mitte, Neukölln
Station STN Any train, bus or subway station. U Turmstraße, S Friedrich-
straße
Park PARK Parks and recreational areas. Tiergarten, Britzer Garten




Places that do not match any of the above. Moltkebrücke
Org. ORG Companies, agencies, institutions, etc. Apple, Samsung, Google
Person PER People, including fictional. Angela Merkel
Other OTH All derived named entities (see NoSTa-D
NEderiv), websites, book or movie titles,
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We deviate from the NoSta-D guidelines in that we do not use the part attribute for
entities part of longer, complex tokens and we disregard the category VLOC (virtual location).
We annotate derived entities (NEderiv in NoSta-D) as OTH, and finally we tag restaurants,
bars, cafes and hotels as belonging to (sub-types of) locations, rather than organisations,
because this better suits our tourism-inspired use case.
3.2 Integration of Linked Open Data
Annotated collections of documents are additionally improved through the inclusion of
information from Linked Open Data (LOD) sources, to make them suitable for use with
Linked Data approaches. For this we use a semi-automatic approach composed of two
steps: first, we request two sources of information from which we automatically obtain URLs
(looking up the entity on its (language-specific) DBpedia page using DBpedia spotlight [10])
and latitude and longitude (we use a SPARQL query against the Geonames9 ontology) of the
entities. Second, we extend this automatic process by validating the information obtained
(because the correct information is not retrieved in all cases) and we complete manually the
information in those cases in which it is missing (either URL or latitude/longitude).
4 Data and Annotation
Since our envisioned use case is in tourism, namely the generation of travel guides or guided
tours, we decided to annotate a particular collection of documents, instead of taking a
benchmark NER corpus and annotating our fine-grained location classes. The document set
we used was collected through focused web crawling. We used Spidey10 in combination with
a list of manually generated seed terms, such as Moabit, Kleiner Tiergarten (a particular park
in Moabit), Kulturfabrik Moabit (an event location) and Kurt Tucholsky (a German-Jewish
author born in Moabit). In total, the complete list contains 28 items – places, buildings or
persons – related to Moabit. This returned a list of URLs, which we crawled and boilerplated
to extract the content and metadata using Newspaper3k.11
The resulting collection consists of 380 documents in German and 92 documents in English.
We first tagged these documents with SpaCy and Stanford CRF-NER and proceeded with
the Stanford CRF-NER output. After a manual revision, the documents contained 2682 (for
German) and 777 (for English) LOC entities which we use as gold annotations. As a next
step, we analysed the manually corrected LOC entities again and annotated them for the
sub-classes listed in Section 3.1. The results are included in Table 2.
Examples 1 to 3 show three sentences extracted from the collection where several fine-
grained geographical entities are annotated.
▶ Example 1. The site is openly accessible and you can stroll along the river Spree WTR .
▶ Example 2. To get to the AEG turbine factory BUILD from Hauptbahnhof STN ,
take the TXL OTH bus going to Tegel airport LOC-OTH and get off at
Beusselstraße STN .
7 https://www.un.org/en/member-states/
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Table 2 Absolute and relative frequency of each sub-class.
German English
LOC sub-class # % # %
City 778 17.68 246 32
Country 678 15.41 14 2
State 90 2.04 2 <1
Address 295 6.70 13 2
Continent 32 0.73 0 0
Building 40 0.91 57 7
Sight 182 4.14 19 2
Waters 88 2.00 10 1
Address-Sub 251 5.7 37 5
District 441 10.02 32 4
Station 119 2.70 209 27
Park 111 2.52 2 <1
Shop 162 3.68 22 3
LOC-oth 1134 25.77 114 15
Total 2682 100 777 100
▶ Example 3. [...] of the author Hans Magnus Enzensberger PER , in
Fregestraße 19 ADD , as well as in the studio apartment of the author
Uwe Johnson PER , who was staying in the United States CNY , at
Niedstraße 14 ADD in the Berlin CTY district of Friedenau DST .
As can be seen in Examples 4 and 5 the annotations still contain ambiguities. Example 4
has “Berlin” annotated as a city, although it could also be considered as incomplete, because
the annotation could also include “North-West”. If there are nested entities, we only annotate
the longest entity which contains the nested ones.
▶ Example 4. Designed for Allgemeine Elektricitäts-Gesellschaft ORG in 1908 and con-
structed in 1910, it is located in North-West Berlin CTY , in the district of Moabit DST ,
around 3 Kilometers far from Reichstag SIGHT .
▶ Example 5. Since 1987, a memorial on the Putlitzbrücke LOC-OTH , which con-
nects the districts of Moabit DST and Wedding DST , has commemorated the 30
Berlin CTY Jews who were deported from the nearby Moabit DST freight depot.
The annotated collection of documents is stored in a repository,12 which is private to
avoid any licensing issues (access can be granted upon request for research purposes). At the
time of writing this paper, we are including the Linked Open Data information, which will
be made available in the repository as an extended version of the collection.
12 https://gitlab.com/jmschnei/Moabit-Collection
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5 Geographical Entity Analyser
In order to demonstrate the functionality of the annotated document collection, we trained
various named entity recognition modules using the collection.The current number of samples
per class is too low to train a model on, but through our manual evaluation of the automatically
tagged documents in the annotated document collection, we do have gold data for general LOC
entities. To establish which approach performs best on this dataset for the coarse LOC entities,
we compare three NER systems: SpaCy and Stanford (Section 2), and an approach based
on BERT13. The SpaCy models are trained on Ontonotes 5 and Common Crawl (English;
en_core_web_md) and WikiNER and TIGER (German; de_core_news_md). The Stanford
models are trained on the CoNLL 2003 data [18]. BERT-NER is trained on WikiNER [11].
The results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Results for LOC entity recognition on the annotated document collection.
Precision Recall F1
SpaCy German 54.56 80.05 65.05
English 77.94 54.57 64.19
Stanford German 91.51 58.74 71.55
English 84.75 50.06 62.95
BERT-NER German 55.56 81.09 65.97
English 70.71 59.97 64.90
Given that the Stanford output is the basis for our manual annotation, we expect a bias
toward this system, and indeed we see that for German, this system outperforms the other
two by approx. 6 points in F-score. For English however, the BERT-NER system performs
best, though the difference with the other two is much smaller. Furthermore, having the
initial character in uppercase is generally a distinguishing feature of named entities (and
consequently a strong feature for many NER systems), but this indicator is not as strong
in German, since nouns are by default in upper case. Still, the Stanford system performs
considerably better for German than for English. The other systems do not exhibit the
same disparity, and in fact perform better on English than on German. We consider looking
into this an important venue for future work. Once we have annotated more data for the
particular sub-classes, based on these intermediate results, we plan to train fine-grained
modules, and perform a new comparison.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
We develop a dataset annotated with fine-grained geographical named entities (toponyms)
that can be used to train named entity recognition modules that identify location-type
entities in text documents. Regular NER modules typically distinguish four classes of entities
(persons, organisations, locations, other). In our guided tour use case, knowledge about more
detailed sub-classes allows for more relevant content and recommendations. In this first stage,
we automatically tag a corpus crawled specifically for our use case and manually correct the
output to obtain gold annotations for fine-grained entity types (i. e., bootstrap a small, gold
13 https://github.com/kamalkraj/BERT-NER
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corpus). Currently the dataset encompasses 2, 682 (for German) and 777 (for English) LOC
type entities. We report on performance for three NER systems on this dataset, although
only using the coarse LOC type due to the size of the corpus.
In terms of future work, we plan to increase the volume of annotated data, both by
annotating the remaining section of our crawled corpus and by double-annotating at least
part of it to obtain inter-annotator figures. Once the corpus is in a more definitive state, we
will examine how to make it available through the European Language Grid [12]. We will
evaluate our model on the more detailed sub-classes using this final version of the corpus.
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